
Paper Reading Note 
for Motion planning under uncertainty using iterative local optimization in belief space 
 
 
In this paper, the belief dynamics did not use sampling based method to generate presumed 
observations. Instead, it considers all possible observations and try to average them analytically in 
accord to their probability. 

This paper assumes Gaussian distribution for the unobserved state, so that the belief state b is 
defined as a mean and covariance, and then the belief can be evolved analytically through EKF given 
a presumed observation z. By assuming the presumed observation z is given, evolution of the belief 
state b gives another Gaussian distribution, with some mean. And since the observation z only 
affects the new mean in the new belief state distribution, by making z a random variable only 
introduces stochasticity in the new mean of the new belief state. Then the question is what 
distribution the random variable z conforms to. It seems to use the similar idea of EKF to evolve z 
into the next time step and then the presumed observation z is another Gaussian distribution. (yet to 
confirm by reviewing the details of how EKF works) That's why at the end of section 4.1, the paper 
gives the belief dynamics in 

b(t+1) = g(g(t), u(t)) + W(b(t), u(t)) * w(t) 

where w(t) ~ N(0, I), and W(b(t), u(t)) = [sqrt(K(t)H(t)Gamma(t)), 0]'. The reparameterized noise term 
W(b(t), u(t)) * w(t) is the additive noise to the new mean. 

The question then is how they get rid of the noise term (random variable) added to the mean of the 
evolved belief state b(t+1). 
 
In equation (29): 

v_t[b] = min_u(... E[ v_{t+1}[ g[b,u] + W[b, u] w_t ] ] ...) 

The unit Gaussian random variable w_t is removed by taking the expectation of it. It means that this 
paper actually accounts for all possible presumed observations after assuming those were drawn 
from a Gaussian distribution. 

There are two major issues with the way that this paper generates the presumed observations: 

1. the distribution of the observations has to be some simple from (e.g. Gaussian distribution) 
that can be integral out; and 

2. it breaks the sequential dynamics by integrating all possible states with the belief dynamics 
described in equation (3): b[x_\{t+1}] = ... \integral_{dx}[ p[ x_{t+1} | x_t, u_t ] b[x_t] ], which is 
a bad approximation especially for non-linear dynamics. 

 
 


































